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This book describes the Akashic Records, the source from which Edgar Cayce received many of his

remarkable insights. Also known as the Book of Life, the Akashic Records is the storehouse of all

information -- every word, deed, feeling, thought, and intent -- for every individual who has ever lived

upon the earth. Todeschi explains how each of us can access our own Book of Life to learn about

our past, present, and future.
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Kevin J. Todeschi, an international spokesperson for the Association for Research and

Enlightenment, Inc., has been a student and a teacher of the Edgar Cayce information for more than

twenty years. He is a prolific writer, and his published works include Edgar Cayce on Reincarnation

and Family Karma, The Best Dream Book Ever, and Edgar Cayce'sÂ Twelve Lessons in Personal

Spirituality. The latter, which presents an overview of Cayce's material on spiritual growth, received

a "highly recommended" rating from the Library Journal.

Most anything from the folks in Virginia Beach is excellent. I am enjoying the Akashic Records

based on Edgar Cayce readings. It answers a lot of questions of why things happen the way the do

and guide us in a more calm response to questionable events in our lives.

Edgar Cayce was such a interesting and prophetic man. At times I have struggled to fully



understand his writings. This is written in a way that makes it easy for the reader to grasp.

Informative and enjoyable read.

Love this book too is David Wilcox Edgar Casey I don't know but Edgar has some far out and

expanding ideas fast shipping and fast delivery 5 stars for sure Namaste Robert Scott

This book covers so much MORE than the Akashic Records. It's one of those books where you can

read a single page and then stop and let it digest for a while. It's chock full of truth and wisdom. This

is the best Edgar Cacyce book I've read, with the exception of Angels, Archangels, and Unseen

Forces. I would definitely recommend this book.

Edgar Cayce, to the best of my knowledge, was the most accurate prophet of the 20th century.

Widely known as "The Sleeping Prophet", he was credited with helping well over ten thousand

people from throughout the world. For his patients, which he referred to as "entities", and often at no

expense to them, he obtained remarkably accurate diagnoses of complex organic (biological)

diseases. Furthermore, for those "entities" requesting personal guidance, he procured successful

resolution of their most troublesome psychological problems and inter-personal conflicts by traveling

in his spirit to the other-dimensional location of the entity's "Book of Life", a massively detailed

record of the life of each and every human soul/aspirit that has ever existed on our Earth.What

surprised me the most, and what came to me as welcomed and softly presented aspects of our

reality, were the factual presentation of reincarnation of every single human spirit, and the fact that

each us, as human entities, owns the ability to develop skills necessary to read these records.

According to Cayce, every human entity that has ever been born possesses the neurological

capacity to help himself/herself and others by exercising specific meditative practices AND having a

sincere, heart-felt, desire to help others (or ourselves for the purpose of helping others). In other

words, we will not meets with meditative successes by seeking personal/economic gain, but by our

DESIRE and our INTENTION to help our fellow entities (human beings). Mistakes, according to

Cayce's view of the universe, if the consequence of acts done with the intention of helping others

before ourselves, are not punished by God. Also, we human entities are but single manifestations of

individual spirits that have incarnated many human bodies for the purpose of evolving ourselves

(improving ourselves) because of our subconscious desire to be perfected companions for God for

all eternity.These concepts and facts are but a tiny portion of the remarkable whole that is "Edgar

Cayce on the Akashic Records". Download the Kindle version now, open the file on your iPad or



Kindle device, and immediately benefit from the wisdom and factual information that is the golden

treasure of this remarkable and easy read. This is a valuable book written for people of all religions

or no religion, and I found not one single offensive word from beginning to end. Download it NOW or

have it delivered to your doors for a minuscule fee.NM, Atlanta, Georgia

Found this publication to refresh things I have discovered in my personal life and to refocus on the

positive in whole. It also reaffirmed my spiritual and personal religious beliefs. I am open to new

training of the spirit and hope to at least glimpse the Akashic Records. E H. Cincinnati, Oh.

Another book I really enjoyed reading. Thank you

Good book, could have been written better and edited.
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